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The winter show circuit is in full swing and the only thing Emily Dickenson cares about is winning the

Snowball Cup. Itâ€™s the highlight of the show season and the winner will walk away with two

thousand dollars and a private weekend jumping clinic with renowned show jumping legend Miguel

Rodriguez. With her mom putting all her savings into the winter wedding of doom to scumbag

Derek, Emily needs that money to pay for Bluebirdâ€™s upkeep. And the jumping clinic could

certainly help her deal with the way Bluebird almost smacks her in the face every time he takes a

jump.The only problem is that Jess is more determined than ever to see Emily fail. She has her own

super pony that jumps just as high and fast as Bluebird, without all the theatrics. And with Ethan

abandoning Fox Run Farm and defecting to Sand Hill Stables, if she can ruin the farm Emily loves in

the process, all the better. So when Jessâ€™s dirty games end in Esther being temporarily deported

back to Sweden, the Sand Hill crew is left to fend for themselves. Can three kids really run a farm

and win their blue ribbons at the same time? And will Emily still have time to talk her mother out of

marrying a monster?
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The third book in this series was as addictive as the first two with each page leaving me in no doubt

that the author, Claire Svendsen can paint a thousand pictures with her words as I find myself

drawn further and further into the characters' world.My only disappointment is that once again I must

wait, not so patiently, for the next installment in this delightful series.

I liked this story! It was a refreshing look into the world of show jumpers! I'm a dressage rider and

I've always been curious about what competition, training, and raising horses bred for show

jumping. It was light riding which cleared my mind after two rather intense novels. A fun read!

This book was the best and it had real life situations it also made you feel like you were part of the

story. I think Clarie Svendsen did an awsome jod with this book. So if you get a chance to read this

book read it because it is really a great read!!

This book actually kept my interest. It had a few twists and turns that we're plausible. The ending

was a tad too predictable, but I am a sucker for a happy ending. I am reading the series in order.

Onwards!

I Loved Every Single Page Of The Books!Im Up To Winter Blues,And Im a quarter of the way

through.I Think Claire Svendsen Did and awesome job and her style of writing really wants to make

you keep reading.I feel Really drawn to the book and if anyone thinks about stopping after the

second book,they get better as it goes on

I'm sorry, but there was very little that was believable about this book. From what happened with

Esther to the whole marriage thing. Also, another author who thought you needed a horse to colic to

have a good story to read. I've lost track of how many horse books I've read where a horse colics.

Also, a tie...really? That doesn't happen in the real world unless it's a lead line class full of 2 and 3

year olds.That being said, I'll keep reading them (I'm on book 4 now), despite the misspellings and

weird words because the stories are still interesting, except for all the things Jess does to her. It's

been done many times before in other books, but I guess when you write about young people and

horses you have to have a poor girl being tortured by a rich girl.And, as I believe I mentioned before,

I am disappointed when the book ends. If I haven't already said it, I am now. The stories keep me

interested and I am disappointed when I finish one, but right now I'm happy to know I still have

several more in the series to read.



This book was great entertainment. There were lots of twists and turns that always kept me on the

edge of my seat. I'm not much of a reader but this series really keeps me interested. I can't wait to

keep on reading the series.

I loved this book. I thought it was great. I really loved the ending. I wished that her family would of

shown up.
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